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Abstract
A methodology is presented for integrating probabilistic fracture mechanics with quantitative NDT for the
purpose of failure risk assessment in load-carrying elements under fatigue circumstances. The definition
of the failure risk of structural components is made in the context of the general approach of structural
reliability with a discussion of the sources of uncertainties and variability encountered in the assessment.
The quality of NDT is accounted by the probability of detection (POD) as function of the flaw size. The
main focus is placed on the presentation on the fatigue failure risk assessment in conjunction with the
quality and timing of the envisaged non-destructive inspection. On the base of Monte Carlo computer
simulation, a rationale have been developed encompassing the fatigue crack growth under short- and
long-crack regime, thus addressing the entire fatigue life. For this purpose, the concepts of “initial
fictitious crack” size and “equivalent initial flaw” size are discussed and implemented in the analysis. By
computer simulation, it is exemplified, for a notched member of an aluminum alloy, the modeling of the
scatter of the total fatigue life and the scatter of the crack size at a given life. Further, by fitting the
simulated random data into continuous statistical distributions enabled to model the key distributions
involved in the failure risk assessment. Finally, the probability of failure, at a specific timing during the
fatigue life, is estimated by Monte Carlo simulation of the failure on the base of Failure Analysis Diagram
(FAD) approach. The benefit of applying a non-destructive inspection technique, qualified by a specific
POD dependence on the crack size, is demonstrated by evincing the decrease in the predicted failure
probability. Bootstrap techniques are also exemplified for constructing confidence intervals on POD vs.
crack size. The integration of quantitative NDT with probabilistic fracture mechanics, in order to evince
the failure risk, enables a better timing and ranking of inspection procedures.
Keywords: failure risk, probabilistic fracture mechanics, uncertainty, quantitative NDE, POD, probability
of failure, Monte Carlo simulation, fatigue crack growth, equivalent initial flaw, fatigue life distribution,
fatigue crack size distribution, failure assessment diagram, aluminum alloy.

1.

The failure risk concept and its assessment

Operational reliability is, in many industrial fields, a key issue on the ever-challenging
international markets. Not long ago, high-technology approach to operational reliability
was restrained only to certain privileged industrial fields, such as nuclear and aerospace
industries. Nowadays, operational reliability concerns both large industrial companies to
small enterprises.
The broad concept of operational reliability is primarily connected to the question of
what defines the failure risk, in a way that enables to evaluate it quantitatively for the
purpose of prospective decisions.
One possible definition of risk is:
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Risk frequency assessment may be made by statistical inference on past events (a
posteriori analysis) or by probabilistic prediction (a priori analysis). The assessment of
severity is a matter of economic, social, environment or … political nature.

Figure 1. The context and concurrent contributions implied in the failure risk
assessment.
The general context of failure risk in load-carrying structures and machine elements
with various contributions, concurrently implied in its assessment, are summarized in
Figure 1. Factors which decide the failure risk level pertain to the specificity of the
product as related to the engineering design and manufacture, operational circumstances
together with in-service inspection (ISI) and maintenance (ISM) policy. The safety
philosophy of the society in conjunction with the past experience (proved engineering
approach incorporating lessons drawn from past-accidents) is the general framework
which underlies the failure risk assessment and the process of decision-making.

2.

On the approach to failure risk assessment
a) A-posteriori experience

The past experience represents, since the maturing of technical activity of the mankind,
the most obvious background for new developments. Usually, the quantitative perception
of the failure risk is achieved in terms of failure frequencies or failure rates defined as the
number of failures (#) in an unit of time (# / time) for the entire set of products under
consideration or normalized to the entire number of items (# / time Χ nb.items).
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Failures due to design, manufacture or unknown causes imply high rates of failure and
rupture. These types of accidents are not related with physical degradation mechanisms of
materials, hence, there is only a weak correlation with ISI strategy but correlates with
ISM strategy and practice. Service data analysis has shown no correlation between design
stresses (safety factors) and failure probability assessed on post-factum considerations.
When standard statistics inference is applied to past-experience of failure and rupture
data, the point values correspond to maximum likelihood estimates. However, there are
some problems with estimating failure or rupture rates in terms of point estimates
frequencies. For instance, only upper bounds on the frequencies can be obtained if zero
failure or rupture events are observed. These problems, arising from frequency-based
inference, can be circumvented by the application of Bayes statistics. This rationale
treats failure and rupture in terms of uncertainty distributions inferred from the state of
knowledge, a-priori to the collection of data and derive, on this basis, the likelihood
function related to a-posteriori observed data (G.E.P. 1973, Gelman et al. 1995).
b) Prospective approach
The scientific background of failure risk assessment encompasses and synthesizes
essential procedures such as:
•
Non-destructive inspection (NDI) techniques
•
Fracture mechanics (FM)
•
Mathematical theory of reliability
•
Theory of probability and applied statistics
•
Computerized methods for data processing
•
Damage tolerance concepts as “fitness for purpose”
•
Human reliability related to specified tasks
•
Failure consequences on human life, economy, social or natural environment
Industrial inspection with non-destructive techniques has the objective to detect and
locate defects during manufacturing and, further, during operation. It plays an everincreasing role in early, fast and reliable detection of failure potential in order to
maintain the productivity and operation reliability of plants. In addition, industrial
inspection is a major factor of economic protection by excluding failures that,
nowadays, typically implies costs at the level of approximately 4% of GDP in
industrialized countries, as well as virtually unpredictable cost associated with the
whole range of possible negative consequences on human life and natural environment.
The modern approach to failure risk resulted from the material damage or rupture has
been matured in a distinct field of engineering science known as Fracture Mechanics.
Combined with quantitative assessment of NDI it offers a powerful tool for mechanical
failures prediction, far beyond the classical approach based on safety factors.
As far as mechanical products are the result of conscious engineering and technology,
the sources of failure risk reside, mainly, in uncertainty and variability (Cioclov and
Kröning 1999, Cioclov 2003).
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Objective uncertainties are involved in manufacturing and during the operation of loadcarrying structures. Variability in material properties and loading circumstances is also
encountered, as results of the stochastic nature of underlying physical phenomena and
natural actions. Uncertainty is the assessor’s lack of knowledge about physical laws and
parameters which characterize physical and technical systems. Uncertainty is reducible
by further experiments and study. Variability is the effect of chance and is function of
system. Variability is objective since it resides in the nature of the involved physical
mechanisms underlying, in our case, the material strength. The encountered random
loading pattern and environment actions are, equally, sources of variability. Basically,
variability is not reducible by either study or further testing and measurements.
Variability may be reduced only by changing the system. Uncertainty and variability
(U&V) act conjointly to erode our ability to predict the future behavior of a system.
Quantitative characterization of U&V is at the base of failure risk assessment. The most
common methods available for this purpose are: the probability theory, applied
statistics, fuzzy logic, neural networks, and elicitation procedures. In the present paper
only methods pertaining to the theory of probability and applied statistics will be
considered.
It should, however, be emphasized that no matter how advanced are the theoretical
backgrounds and the computation algorithms or how sound is the experimental support
of failure risk assessment methodology, the inevitable involvement of U&V brings into
play the purely non-algorithmic experts opinions (see Fig.1).

3.

Fatigue failure risk assessment and management
a)

Fracture control and failure risk management.

Fracture control and failure risk management is a systematic approach aiming to prevent
failure by fracture during operation. The extent of fracture control depends on:
criticality of components in a load-carrying structure, the extent of the damage that
might be incurred to the structure by the failure of one or several components, the
economic consequences of the failure and the impact on society and environment, to
cite the most important issues. Fracture management strategy includes:
-

-

testing on specimens joints and components under conditions of static, cyclic
and dynamic loading at ambient and operating temperature (creep, thermal
fatigue, alone or in combination) environmental actions (corrosion, neutron
irradiation, hydrogen embrittlement, etc.).
Inspection procedures
Repair / replacement management.

An example of systematic fracture control and failure risk management, from design,
through manufacture and in operation is offered by aero-space industry.
b)

Failure risk management in aero-space industry

There are two lines of thinking in approaching fracture control and the failure risk of
load-carrying components operating under cyclic loadings which induce cumulative
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fatigue damage of the material. One, is based on the total fatigue life assessment based
on empirical data organized in a representation: applied cyclic stress as function of
number of applied cycles, σ ( N ) , the Wöhler curves. This is known as total life (TL) or
safe-life approach to fatigue behavior description. The other way of approach resorts to
fracture mechanics methodology for assessing, explicitly, the propagation of the
dominant crack leading to fracture. Because this methodology is constructed with the
aim to explicitly quantify the fatigue damage of the component in terms of crack-size
growth during operation it is termed as fatigue damage tolerance (FDT) method. A
former variant of this methodology, applied to aircraft structures, is known under the
denomination of “fail-safe” approach. Let’s give an outline of these two basic
philosophies of approaching failure risk under material fatigue circumstances.
(i) Total-life approach (e.g. Cioclov 1975)
TL method applies to structures of single load path, with to load-carrying components
arranged in series. The failure of one component implies the failure of the entire
structure. In aircraft industry the application of TL method is essentially limited to
landing gears (JAFR/FAR 25.57 1), although elements of TL approach are sometimes
inserted into FDT assessments. According to TL method, fatigue life calculation is
performed for every component in a load carrying structure with components in series
arrangement. The fatigue life assessment rationale trays to reflect the material response
to external loading by a cumulative fatigue damage rule. The material response to cyclic
loading is evaluated on the base of experimental σ − N Woehler endurance curves,
usually evaluated under constant amplitude cyclic loading on standard specimens or
“coupons” which reflects the dominant feature of the component (e.g. thin–walled
rectangular coupons of Al-alloys with a central hole simulating a rivet hole in an aircraft
fuselage – see further Fig. 8).
Figure 2 illustrates, in principles, the TL approach to the assessment of the fatigue life
in service of a component from landing gear assembly.
Probabilistic nature of the fatigue damage is accounted for on the base of experimental
scatter of the fatigue life at various loading levels which enables to fit probabilistic
distributions of the fatigue life at a constant level of cyclic loading (amplitude or
maximum stress) or, alternately, the fatigue strength (expressed in stress amplitude or
maximum stress) distribution at a specified fatigue life. On the base of these two
complementary distributions the isoprobable endurance curves, P , are used further in a
cumulative fatigue damage rule.
Applied loading action, essentially of random nature, is synthesize in loading spectra
and the associated probability distributions of the instantaneous loading intensity p(σ ) .
The loading synthesis is based on the recordings during operation on similar products or
prototypes in the product development stage.
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Figure 2. Schematics of safe-life life approach to landing gears. a) sketch of nose
landing gear assembly (after Schmidt, Schmidt-Brandeker and Tober 1999); b)
schematics of the random loading stress-spectrum in a critical cross-section, as in the
wheel pivot, and interaction loading-fatigue fatigue life in Wöhler durability curves.
The interaction cyclic loading vs. material response is modeled by a cumulative fatigue
damage rule which quantifies the damage per cycle by a phenomenologic damage
parameter D . In the simplest formulation (Palmgren-Langer-Miner) it is hypothesize
that fatigue damage cumulates linearly during the fatigue life, N , at a constant rate
(damage per cycle) of D = 1 N . Obviously, in the initial undamaged state we
have D = 0 and, at fracture, under constant amplitude loading the limit state, D = 1 ,
corresponds. It follows that under irregular ni loading cycles between i loading levels
of constant amplitudes σ ai to which N i fatigue lives correspond (on the Wöhler curve),
the condition of fracture occurrence is:
Nr

ni

∑ N (σ ) = 1
i =1

i

(2)

ai

where N r is the fatigue life under irregular cyclic loading. When irregular cyclic
random loading, stationary around a mean stress, σ m , is systemized in loading spectra of
probability density of the loading intensity p(σ a ) then integral form of linear
cumulative fatigue damage rule enables to solve Eq. 2 for fatigue life under irregular
cyclic loading, N r :
σ sup

Nr =

∫

σ inf

p(σ )dσ
N (σ )

σ ∈ (σ inf ,σ sup )
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(3)

In practice, the computation of the fatigue life under irregular loading is validated by
full-scale fatigue tests
The operational (allowable) fatigue life is established by amending the computed
fatigue life by a safety factor, usually between 3 and 10. The higher value of safety
factors applied to fatigue life in comparison with those practiced to establish allowable
loads reflects the wider statistical scatter around mean value associated with the fatigue
life.
The TL (safe-life) approach to the estimation of failure risk of landing gear components
as results of fatigue damage accumulation has been developed by the author (Cioclov
1975, 1999).
Figure 3 exemplifies the application TL (safe-life) approach to the estimation of failure
risk of a landing gear component (pivot) as results of fatigue damage accumulation
(Cioclov 1999, Iordache and Cioclov 2002).

Figure 3. Safe-life method for reliability assessment applied to landing gears of
LANCER aircraft Cioclov 1999, Iordache and Cioclov 2002).
The operational random variable loading, forces and moments monitored
experimentally, have been reduced to stresses in the critical cross-sections of the
analyzed components. Stress spectra are organized in deterministic blocks expressed in
constant amplitude stresses. A local constant amplitude loading stress spectrum consists
in five blocks corresponding to the main stages of operation: touch-down contact and
ground rolling at landing, taxiing, braking, towing and ground rolling at take-off. Due
account has been given to the mean stress levels in every operational stage.
Computation strategy consisted in computer simulation of block-by-block fatigue
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damage accumulation according to the linear Miner rule applied to constant amplitude
endurance (Wöhler) curves of the components, expressed in number of flights.
Ultimately, the computational simulation yields the endurance of the component. The
component endurance curves have been derived on the basis of endurance curve
assessed experimentally on standard specimens which have been amended for size and
notch effects in fatigue as described by accepted models Probabilistic aspects resulting
from estimated variability in the material strength (UTS, YP) and fatigue characteristics
(fatigue limit) have been implemented in the simulation algorithms. Figure 3 illustrates
the iso-probable endurance curves A and B of standard smooth specimens for median
and P=10-5 probability of occurrence, respectively. The iso-probable endurance curve of
the wheel pivot component, for the probability of occurrence of P=10-5 is represented by
the curve C in Fig. 3. Details on the analytical form of iso-probable endurance curves
can be found elsewhere (Cioclov 1975, 1997).
The total median value of pivot endurance under assumed operational loading spectrum
has been estimated at 21.770 flights. At an acceptable probability of failure occurrence,
say, 10-5, the maximum number of flights must be lower than 6.314 flights which
corresponds to a safety factor related to the median endurance of 3.444.
It should be emphasized that the outlined probabilistic TL methodology based on cycleby-cycle fatigue damage accumulation evinces explicitly the correlation between the
failure risk expressed by the probability of failure event occurrence and the usual
engineering safety factor applied to median value of the fatigue life.
(ii) Fatigue Damage Tolerant (FDT) approach
Fracture control and failure risk management in aerospace structures when the initiation
and growth of fatigue crack during operation is not excluded is systemized in a strategy
denominated as damage tolerance approach. Fatigue damage tolerance approach aims to
prove that catastrophic failure of a structure of particular design, owing to fatigue crack
growth, is avoided throughout the operational life. If fatigue crack and growth though
occurs, the structure must be
capable to sustain the damage without catastrophic failure in emergency circumstances
or until the next prescribed inspection when repairs or replacements are made. For this
purpose fracture mechanics methods are applied.
A prerequisite in FDT approach is the pre-existence in the material of an initial crack or an
initial flaw of crack acuity. However, a pristine load-carrying component, with smooth
geometry design and which has passed all inspections related with manufacturing processes,
supposedly, is defect free. Nevertheless, for FCG assessment with fracture mechanics
methods some sort of initial crack size must be considered. The various interpretations of
the initial crack size, a key issue in FDT methodology, will be taken up in more details in
Sect. 5. For now, in order to expose the principles of FDT approach, it suffices to consider
that an initial crack exists in the component under analysis.
The objectives of FDT analysis are to determine the effect of the presence of cracks on
the structural strength and assess if in-between inspections for crack detection the cracks
growth remains in tolerable limits, i.e. do not provoke failure.
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Figure 4 illustrates the steps in applying FDT procedure to a load-carrying element
(DTH 1975, Broeck 1993).

Figure 4. The steps of applying FDT rationale (Broeck 1993). a) assessing critical
residual strength and associated critical crack size, acr; b) assessing the time, H for
fatigue crack growth from initial crack size a0 to critical crack size acr; c) strengthloading interaction in terms of stress; d) assessment of inspection intervals.
First step consists in assessing the critical crack size, acr , on the base of the knowledge
(by testing or fracture mechanics modeling) of static residual strength of the component
as function of crack size, Pres (a ) . If the component is crack-free, then its strength is Pult .
A the safety factor, j , is set to Pult in order to specify the maximum permissible load in
service, Pmax , i.e., Pult = jPmax . Typically, j = 3 for stationary load-carrying structures
and j = 1.5 for aircraft structures. If a crack is admitted to subsists in the component
and the minimum acceptable residual strength, Pres , is set via the safety factor
g < f ,i.e., Pres = gPmax , then the critical crack size, acr , can be ascertained on the base
of Pres (a ) relationship (Fig. 4a).

The critical crack size acr is an “ultimate defense” against failure meant to incorporate,
by the intermediate of the safety factor g , unknowns and uncertainties which are not
apprehensible. This safety factors f and g assures conveying to new designs, the past
experience in structural design. f is a conservative safety factor and in the past five or
six decades remained, virtually, unchanged proving to be realistic in the context of
ever increasing operational loading and refined design and manufacturing methods. A
more design-specific safety factor, g , is related with the interplay between the strength
and deformation capability of the material and maximum loading which is expected to
be encountered in service.
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To assess the time H for the dominant fatigue crack to growth from the initial size a 0
to the critical size a cr (Fig. 4b), material-specific fatigue crack propagation rules are
used (e.g. Paris, Forman, Walker rules). In the present state of art, the parameters
entering in the analytical form of fatigue crack growth rules are derived on the base of
fatigue testing on specimens containing pre-existent cracks. In practical computation
stress rather than force representation is preferred (Fig. 4c).
If initial crack size, a 0 , is identified with the minimum crack size detectable with the
NDT technique in use then H is the available time for NDI application (Fig. 4d).
Before the fatigue crack attains a 0 size crack detection is not possible with the
considered NDI technique. On these bases a NDI strategy can be devised. The aim is to
establish inspection intervals in relationship with the capability of the NDT technique to
detect small cracks and introduce safety provisions for the circumstance when a crack is
missed during inspection.
Figure 5 portrays how applies a FDT-based NDI strategy.

Figure 5. Setting damage tolerance inspection intervals in service (after Broeck 1993).
Obviously, an inspection interval ought be smaller than, H , the available time for
NDI: H j . The factor j has a typical value of two which implies that if a defect is
missed in a scheduled NDI session, it remains, nevertheless, one possibility in the next
session to detect the defect before it reaches the critical size. If a defect is found, a
repair or replacement of the component is made and the FCG curve, from this moment
on, corresponds to undamaged material. Its new position in Fig 5 is shifted to the right
on the time scale with the amount of time elapsed until the detection of the crack.
c) Implementation strategy of FDT approach
To implement in practice FDT strategy, in a larger context of design and operation,
supplementary supporting engineering methods are available (Schmidt et al. 1998).
Besides fracture control of FCG by fracture mechanics methods and NDI inspection and
its timing assessed by conjoint consideration of fracture mechanics and quantitative
non-destructive testing (QNDT) one can also cite following supporting methods:
(i)
Redundancy by design which means introducing additional load paths with
elements designed to carry the load in the case of failure of the main load
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(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

path. Introduce specific design to confer capability to arrest fatigue crack
propagation;
Hazard analysis to identify potential critical items to crack initiation, growth
and fracture;
Design to enable and facilitate NDI;
Failure risk assessment in quantitative terms (failure probabilities)

On the deterministic FDT methodology, as described above, probabilistic pattern related
with material strength an FCG statistical variability can be superposed. It is achieved by
integrating probabilistic fracture mechanics and probabilistic models of NDI reliability, the
latter having at the core the concept of probability of detection (POD). This novel
development in FDT methodology on this line will be presented in the following sections.
Finally, it should be emphasized that an interpretation problem remains open at the
conceptual core of FTD philosophy, namely, how to define and assess the initial crack
size under the circumstance when there is no physical basis to accept the pre-existence
in a structural element an initial flaws of a crack nature. To this problem addresses the
concept of equivalent initial flaw size (EIF). This topic is treated in details elsewhere
(Cioclov 2007). Vigorous research is directed to develop FTD methods based on the
concept of equivalent initial flaw size. An extensive literature exists on this topics and
the interested reader may consult the works of Rudd and Gray 1978, El Haddad et al.
(1979), Manning and Young 1987, DuQuesney et al. 1988, Yu et al. (1988), Yang et al.
1999, Grandt (2000), Fawaz, 2003, Cioclov (2000, 2007).

4. Probabilistic fatigue damage simulation by crack growth.
pFATRISK® method and software
a) General description
pFATRISK® rationale is based on cycle-by-cycle Monte Carlo simulation of FCG. The
underlying model is constructed on the principles of fracture mechanics. For failures
under singular loading (in one loading cycle) the limit state criterion is formulated in
terms of Failure Assessment Diagram (FAD). Various formats of FAD are considered in
order to comply with various national and international codes (R/H/R6-Rev. 3-1986,
SINTAP-1999, BS 7910:2000). FAD methodology encompasses both elastic dominated
(brittle) and elastic-plastic dominated (ductile) fracture. Under fatigue circumstances,
there are implemented models of fatigue crack growth (FCG) under long- and shortcrack regime. Under long-crack regime, the implemented FCG rules are those proposed
by Paris et al. (1961), Klensil and Lucás (1972) and Forman et al. (1967). Crack closure
effect is taken into account according to various models which have gained acceptance
in FDT practice. Under short-crack regime the FCG rule is described by a power law
rule with upper conservative parameters or with parameters depending on the intensity
of the cyclic loading (Cioclov 2002-2004). By considering in FCG modeling both stages
of short- and, subsequently, long-crack growth from an EIF size, it is possible to predict
the total endurance (Wöhler) curves.
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Stress intensity factors are calculated according to known analytical solutions having,
nevertheless, the possibility to implement numerical data resulted from finite element
analysis.
Statistical pattern of FCG simulation results from statistical pattern of governing
parameters in FCG and limit FAD algorithms. A wide variety of statistical distributions
of governing FCG parameters is implemented in the rationale.

FAILURE RISK ASSESSMENT
M ECHANICAL DAM AGE AND FAILURE RISK ASSESSM ENT
FAD: Failure Assessment Diagram
FE: Finite Elements
NDT: Non-destructive Testing
SIF: Stress Intensity Factor
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Figure 6. The logic of probabilistic models for mechanical failure risk assessment
The loading considered in the static and fatigue failure analysis can be also modeled by
a wide variety of statistical distributions. Under fatigue circumstance, the cyclic loading
may be modeled with constant amplitudes, blocks of constant amplitudes or with purely
stationary and quasi-stationary random variation.
The logic of probabilistic failure risk simulation is illustrated in Figure 6 together with
the contributions and interactions implemented in pFATRISK® rationale.
Figure 7 shows the screen display of the probabilistic input of the conventional strength
characteristics and FCG parameters according to Paris rule in the long-crack range and
to a power-law for the short-crack range for an aluminum alloy (of 2024 T3 class).
Throughout the example presented in Fig. 7 Normal distribution is used to model the
statistical variability of the input parameters pertaining to static strength characteristics
(UTS, YP and Kc) and short-and long-crack growth characteristics (C, m Kth, B and m1).
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The graphical representation in Fig. 7 illustrates the scatter in FCG curves (growth rate
vs. SIF range) when the input parameters are Monte Carlo sampled. The mean curve is
shown in red color.

Figure 7. Example of graphical display in the module for probabilistic input of
material characteristics (conventional static and short- and long-crack FCG
characteristics). Data are representative for an aluminum alloy of 2024-T3 class.
b) The architecture and output of pFATRISK®
In the various modules of the pFATRISK® rationale the following results may be
obtained:
A. Material module
1. Visualization of the FCG curves with their scatter across the mean curve
(Fig. 7)
2. Crack growth rate ( Vo ) and SIF range ( ∆K o ) at the transition from short- to
long crack regime
B. Geometry input module
1. Stress intensity factor corrections Y(a) as function of crack size and structural
component dimensions (Fig.8 bottom left);
2. FE point data fitting into continuous Y(a) curves by polynomial interpolation
(Lagrange and spline functions) and higher order polynomial correlation.
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C. Loading input module
1. Visualization of the loading spectra and computation of their characteristics (e.g.
the root mean square – RMS).
D. FCG simulation module
1. Fatigue life Nf to grow a macroscopic (long) crack from an initial size, until
failure (Fig.8)
2. Total fatigue life Nft encompassing both short- and long-crack growth range as
implied by the application of EIF concept
3. The remnant strength of the component as function of the applied loading cycles
4. Fatigue life Ni at the transition from short- to long crack growth regime.
5. Fatigue life N(a) at the attainment of a given crack size, a
6. Fatigue life N(R) at the attainment of a given remnant strength, R
7. Fatigue life N(POD) at the attainment of a given POD
8. Crack size a(n) at the attainment of a given life, n
Figure 8 shows the screen display when the probabilistic simulation of FCG is
performed with the input material data shown in Fig. 7. The component geometry is a
plate of finite width having a central hole of 2 mm and two opposite through thickness
initial cracks, each of 1mm, emanating from the hole. SIF analytical solution is
according to Bowie (1956) and Newman (1976).
Red curve represent the FAD limit boundary for failure / non-failure according to
Dugdale model (Dugdale 1960)*).
Long-crack regime is assumed. Blue curves in the upper-left field of the screen portrays
the simulates scatter of the fatigue life, Nf , to grow a crack from an initial size until the
failure (Item D.1 above). The green curves in the same field represent the scatter in the
remnant strength R – representation R/Ro with Ro the initial strength of the component
with an initial crack (Item D.3 above). In the upper-right field the FAD representation
with the path visualizing the damage stets as initial cracks growth under cyclic loading.
FAD representation is made in the coordinates Kr = K / Kc and Lr = applied load /
limit load at plastic collapse.
Figure 9 shows the screen display when the same probabilistic simulation of FCG is
made, as illustrated in Fig. 8, but with FCG until a pre-set number of loading cycles
(here 10,000 cycles). In this case it is evinced the scatter in the crack size a(n) and
remnant strength R(n)/Ro at the pre-set number of loading cycles (items D.3 and D.8 –
above).

* )

Uncorrected Dugdale model has been used instead of large scale plasticity corrected variants, for

Lr > 1 , since under FCG, immediately prior to ultimate fracture, the plastic strained is still confined at
the crack tip. This is a conservative assumption.
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Figure 8. Example of graphical display in the FCG simulation module after a session of
probabilistic simulation of FCG until failure. Representation a(n) - crack size and
R(n)/Ro vs. number of applied loading cycles n (left) and FCG path in FAD diagram.

Figure 9. Probabilistic simulation of FCG until a pre-set number of loading cycles
(10,000 cycles). Same input as in Fig. 6. Statistics of the crack size and remnant
strength at the pre-set number of loading cycles.
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E. Module for failure risk assessment (probability of failure Pf)
In this module, having as input the fitted distribution of the simulated crack size a(n) at
the attainment of a given life, n (see Item D7), the FAD analysis is performed,
probabilistically, by Monte Carlo simulation of crack size data, material characteristics
scatter (according to the distributions input in Material module A) and the loading
statistics. In this module, for the convenience of FDT analysis, the re-input of crack and
loading distributions may be performed. After a large number of iterations (usually
greater than 106) the probability of failure is estimated by the ratio of the number of
failure scenarios, as result of FAD analysis, to the total number of iterations.
The interpretation of the probability of failure, P f , resulted from FAD analysis requires
explanations. Since FAD analysis refers to singular loading, the probability of
failure, P f , inferred by Monte Carlo simulation of all assumed random variables in the
FCG model after n cycles of loading represents an estimation of the momentary
probability of failure in the next, i.e. (n+1)th, loading cycle. In this illustrative example
the distributions of materials strength characteristics (UTS, YP) and parameters entering
in FCG rule ( C , m and K th ) are time-independent reflecting the overall intercomponents variability of these parameters. The distribution of the size propagating
fatigue, after n cycles, as results from FCG simulation is time dependent reflecting also
the inter-components statistics of the fatigue damage evolution in terms crack size.
A particular feature of the module of failure risk simulation is that it enables the
estimation of Pf under the circumstances of application and/or non-application of NDI.
When NDI is considered to be applied, an algorithm of crack detection is implemented
which, in each FAD iteration, simulates the crack detection/non-detection according to
the POD rule introduced as input in the module POD (see bellow).

FAD module enables also deterministic fracture analysis at a specified number of
applied loading cycles when all involved parameters entering into computation are
mean values. The result of the analysis is of the type “fail / not-fail” and in the case of
not-failure a safety index is computed. Under deterministic FAD analysis various
parametric (sensitivity) fracture analyses may be performed at specified moment in the
fatigue life. Parametric sensitivity analysis refers to the limit values at failure of one of
the governing parameters: crack size, fracture toughness or loading.
The graphical display in the module of fatigue failure risk simulation gives a “dynamic”
view of repeated Monte Carlo scenarios in FAD representation of the damage state
points associated with each computation iteration.
Figure 10 shows the screen display in the module for failure risk assessment of the
component illustrated in Fig.9, after 106 iterations of FAD analyses. Simulation has
been performed by Monte Carlo sampling of the material static strength characteristics
according to Normal distributions, as shown in Fig.11, and the crack size according to
2P-Weibull distribution applied to the inverse value (1/a) of the crack size. The “cloud”
of representative points marks the scenarios of non-failure, if they are represented inside
FAD boundary, and the scenarios of failures if represented points fall outside FAD
boundary. The ratio of the number of scenarios of failure to the total number of
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repetitions yields, in this case, an estimation of the failure probability of P f = 0.005673 .
The coefficient of variation, COV, when the FAD simulation session consists of 106
iterations is approximately 1.3% (Cioclov 2002-2004).

Figure 10 - Example of graphical display in the module for failure risk assessment. The
case when no NDI is applied.
F. POD module
This module can be addressed in various stages of computer simulation of fatigue
damage with pFATRISK®. It enables to input POD(a) vs. crack size curves according to
the models described in Sect. 2, Eqs. 1 to 4. It is also possible to introduce experimental
data, as point values (PODi, ai), and then to perform correlation analysis in transformed
coordinates that make linear the POD rule.
A unique feature is implemented in this module, namely, the possibility to perform
bootstrap computer re-sampling in the experimental (parent) (PODi, ai) data, in order to
construct non-parametric confidence intervals over the mean values (e.g. Efron and
Tibishirani 1993). This technique is supplemented with algorithms pertaining to order
statistics (Cioclov 1998). In this way conservative lower bounds of POD(a) curves can
be ascertained and the representative crack size aCL/POD at specific CL confidence level
and POD ( e.g. a90/95 ) can be assessed for the purpose of further failure risk analysis.
By identifying aCL/POD with the initial crack size that may subsists in the load carrying
component (similar with EIF interpretation) the simulation of the fatigue crack growth
yields the mean fatigue life (deterministic simulation) or the distribution of fatigue life /
crack size at pre-set fatigue life (probabilistic simulation).
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Figure 11 shows the screen display of the POD module. The illustrated experimental
POD data have been obtained by Rummel et al. (1974) on an aluminum alloy of type
T2219-T87 component subjected to ultrasonic NDE. The experimental data have been
fitted into a log-logistic POD rule (Eq. 3) and this particular rule transferred to failure
risk assessment (module F) in order to assess the decrease of failure probability, Pf
when it is applied a specific NDI technique which reliability is defined by a POD(a)
Log-logistic curve. Figure 6 also gives an example of two-parameter bootstrap resampling in the fitted POD(a) Log-logistic curve which enables to construct a nonparametric 95%confidence interval and estimate, on the conservative bound of 97.5%,
the crack size which corresponds to 90% POD: a90 / 95 = 3.042 mm. This parameter is
regarded as a global “one-point” characterization of the reliability of NDI technique.

Figure 11. Two-parameter bootstrap simulation of ultrasonic inspection POD vs. crack
size data. Components of Al 2219-T87 alloy. Rummel et al. (1974), NASA Rep. CR
2369-74.5000 re-samplings on linear transformed of Log-odds rule of POD vs. crack
size (a). Construction of non-parametric confidence intervals of 95%. Crack size at
POD=90%, on 97.5% conservative bound is a90 / 95 = 3.042mm . Simulation with
pFATRISK® software.
Figure 12 shows the results of Pf estimations as in the case illustrated in Fig. 17 but
under circumstance of NDI application on the structural component at 10,000 loading
cycles, approximately 75% of the mean fatigue life of the component. When in an
iteration the detection algorithm simulates crack detection, then the component is
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considered to be removed or repaired at the initial state (in this case with aCL/POD as
initial crack size). Of course, as POD concept reflects the V&U in the NDE, there is a
chance that critical defects leading to failure be missed during inspection. This aspect is
captured in the pFATRISK simulation rationale.

Figure 12. FAD analysis as in Fig. 10 but with applied NDI at 10,000 loading cycles.
The POD rule as in Fig.11
Table 1
FAD
probabilistic
No NDE
With NDE

Nb.
Simulations
1,000,000
1,000,000

Nb.
Detections
942,887

POD
0.9429

Nb.
Failures
5673
104

Pf
0.005673
0.000104

Table 1 outlines, in the case under analysis, a comparison between the simulated
probabilities of failure under circumstances of application and not application of NDE
Finally, counting the scenarios of failures in a large number of FAD iterations, then the
probability of failure may be estimated as it is related to POD which is specific for the
applied NDI technique. It is obvious that, in the analyzed case, a decrease of 50 times in
the probability of failure is achieved by a applying the exemplified NDE. The benefit of
applying a specific NDI is thus quantified. The undertaking of integrating, on
probabilistic bases, fracture mechanics and quantitative interpretation of NDI is now
amenable into the realm of engineering analysis.
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5.

Discussion, conclusions and prospects

The study develops a methodology for integrating, on probabilistic bases, fracture
mechanics with quantitative NDI for the purpose of failure risk assessment in loadcarrying structures and machine elements, with special emphasize on fatigue damage
circumstance.
The uncertainty in our knowledge and the intrinsic stochastic variability implied in the
physical mechanisms confer a probabilistic character to the mechanisms underlying
mechanical fatigue damage and failure. The estimation of the probability of failure may
be achieved by integrating probabilistic fracture mechanics with quantitative NDE.
Heuristic probabilistic failure models may be constructed on the base of the principles
of the probability theory which, in end result, imply the computation of a
multidimensional convolution integrals computation. This way of approach is tedious
and implies the development of accurate numerical approximation methods which may
by a difficult undertaking in engineering practice. An alternate way of approach,
outlined in this study, is to simulate on computer, by Monte Carlo technique, the
governing random variables of the underlying physical models of material response to
loading. Monte Carlo techniques, i.e. methods of direct simulation of variability and
uncertainty offer, nowadays, a straightforward alternative owing to the powerful,
commercially available, computational facilities. In conjunction with new statistical
inference techniques related with computer re-sampling in the initial (parent) test data –
bootstrap algorithms – it can be achieved a better substantiation of the confidence on the
probabilistic background of the test data underlying fracture risk assessments and
simulated prediction.
On the base of Monte Carlo computer simulation, a rationale have been developed
encompassing the fatigue crack growth modeling by fracture mechanics formalism
under short (local)- and long (macroscopic dominant)- crack, thus addressing the entire
fatigue life. The application of fracture mechanics concepts at local level (material
microstructure) or global (material as a continuum body) necessitates the definition of
the size of a relevant initial flaw size pre-existent in the material. In the context of the
assessment of evolutionary fatigue damage by simulation of the fatigue crack growth,
various interpretation of what is a relevant initial flaw size has been discussed from the
standpoint of the physical meaning and experimental support.
The implication of quantitative NDE into failure risk estimation is made via the concept
of probability of detection, POD, as function of crack size. Some specific POD models
are presented and log-logistic model is further used to illustrates how more refined
statistic information can be extracted by bootstrap re-sampling simulation and the
implication in the estimation of failure risk under fatigue damage circumstance.
The practical engineering tool emerged from these concepts and the ensuing
comprehensive and versatile algorithmic construct is materialized in pFATRISK®
rationale and software. On this line, a short presentation of pFATRISK® rationale is
given in the context of an application pertaining to the fatigue damage of aerospace
components by crack growth. Successive of a simulation sessions with pFATRISK® are
documented: probabilistic input of material characteristics, the random generation of
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FCG curves, computation of crack-associated stress intensity factors, probabilistic FCG
simulation with due account to equivalent initial flaw, statistical treatment of simulated
fatigue life and crack size scatter at in various stages of fatigue life of a structural
component and, finally, the probabilistic FAD analysis is presented, the analytical
model that enables to estimate the time-dependent probability of structural failure .
On the base of integrated POD module, a comparative analysis outlines, quantitatively,
in terms of decreasing probabilities of failure, the benefit that can be achieved by
applying NDI of a specific quality quantitatively described by POD variation as against
the crack size.
Prospectively, much research and development remains to be performed on this line in
order to consolidate an implement the modern probabilistic failure risk assessment into
engineering practice, coupled with gaining the acceptance of this approach to render
relevant information for risk-decision making.
***
In a larger prospect of nowadays techno-centric society, the assessment made by
professionals of the failure risk is transferred to decision making levels and projected
into public conscientiousness by extremely complex and intricate ways and systems of
communication. The transfer of information on the technical risk to all partners,
involved or interested, implies a meta- or hierarchical risk, of interpretive nature, which
may arise from distortion, misunderstanding and, not uncommon, from its conscious
manipulation. Mass-media plays a non-negligible role in interpreting, for society at
large, the significance of technical risk in every aspects human activity. Assertiveness in
its interpretation is necessary. On this line, a new paradigm emerged. It can be defined
as the societal perception of man-made risk of impairing our lives, the environment and
the wealth of society. On these existential issues, which involve the failure risk in
contemporary technology, the reader is referred to an extensive and ever increasing
literature such as: Slovik et al. 1981, Kepllinger 1990, Krüger et al. 1991, Peters, 1991,
Kasperson and Stallen 1991, Sfercoci 2007 or more comprehensive in specialized
periodicals such as Journal of Risk and Uncertainty (Springer, The Netherlands), Risk
Analysis (Blackwell-Wiley Publishing).
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